TE1072 Video Production – Assignment 1 – The Grammar of the Edit
Luke Nelson
Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoHb653n45s
Synopsis:
Tess and Dave are talking about sandwiches while Tess makes a sandwich. Dave asks what type of sandwich it is going to be. Tess takes a
tub of sandwich filler out of the fridge and shows Dave the tub, it is strawberry jam. As Tess finishes making her sandwich, she asks Dave what
the time is; he checks his watch. When he looks up, Tess has gone and taken her sandwich with her. He is upset. Tess has left and is eating
her sandwich.

1

WS - From side of Counter, Tess to
SL and Dave to SR.

2

Screen Position Edit

Tess and Dave are talking about
sandwiches...

MS - OSS Tess
...while tess is making a sandwich.

Motivated by Tess as she begins to speak, the
viewer wants to be closer.
Shot is much closer in
Screen position of characters preserved (180°
Rule)
Sound will bridge across the edit, ie sound from
the closer clip will be used in the first clip
The space behind Tess will help build a picture of
the surroundings.

Reverse Shot

Hightly motivated by Tess as she looks toward
Dave, we are yet to see his face.
Reverse shot is more than 30° Different
Sound will bridge across the edit, ie Tess's
speech.
The space behind Dave will help build a picture of
the surroundings. We can still see the counter so
we know it is the same place.

3
MS - OSS Dave

Reverse Shot

Dave asks what type of sandwich it
is going to be.

Motivated as Dave has asked a question, we look
to Tess for a response.
Reverse shot is more than 30° Different
We can relate to the space now as we have seen
a wide shot and behind both characters, we have
a firm understanding of wehre we are.
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MS - OSS Tess

Matching Action

Tess holds up a finger while looking
at Dave. She then bends down
behind he counter [to open the
fridge].

Highly motivated as Tess bends down, we want
to see where she is going/what she is reaching
down to.
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CU - Full shot of fridge. Tess begins
to open door
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Screen Position Edit

Tess opens the fridge door...

ECU - Tub of sandwich filler takes
up most of shot. Hand then
obscures shot as it is taken out.

Matching Action

...and takes out a tub of sandwich
spread.

Motivated as although we can see into the Fridge,
we cannot see in detail what Tess the information
on packets say or know which we are to focus on.
The edit will narrow down our viewing space and
show us what to view.

Highly motivated as the tub is getting taken out of
shot and we want to see where it is going.
We are expecting it to be placed on the counter
as it is already traveling up and from the
conversation beforehand we expect this result.
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WS- OSS Tess

8

Screen Position Edit

She places it on the side and Dave
sees that it is strawberry jam. Tess
asks Dave what the time is.

Slightly motivated, we also become curious of the
time in the DIEGETIC world.

POV - Dave's POV, we look down
at his watch and begin to look up

9

Quite motivated, we can easily get bored of
looking at someone's watch when we already
now know the time.

Screen Position Edit

Dave checks his watch.

WS - Side on shot, same as
opening shot.

Screen Position Edit

When he looks up, Tess has gone.

(sound
camera angles)

Very motivated, we are hopeful that the next shot
will show us where Tess has gone or what has
happened to her.
Sound will bridge across, we will hear the door
closing, however this will be the audio from the
next shot.
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11

MS - Tess is walking away from
Dave whilst eating her sandwich.
We are infront of Tess walking with
her.
Tess has gone and is eating her
sandwich.

Scene Edit

LS - Through doorway, the door is
just beginning to close. Dave looks
through the door and realises she
has left.

Very motivated edit, we know that Tess has
walked through the door but we don't know where
she has gone.
We know that were are in a different location
because of the surroundings but we are aware
that it is near enough the same time because
Tess is still holding the sandwich, an article from
the last location.

